
Kayani beats Stennie by 95 runs on his own! [posted 25/08/13] 

Muscles was available to play!  That was news in itself it should be stressed, Aamir having 
found himself working in a Perth shop on Saturdays of late when everyone knows he'd rather 

be on a cricket field somewhere.  But available to play today he was.  And 146 runs off his 
bat later he must've been glad he was!  Muscles' big score was the major contribution in the 

Academy XI's whopping 327 for 4, posted batting first against Stenhousemuir at The Tryst in 

this Sunday League match.  Aside his ton, there were also runs for Rosco (35) 
and Beast (49*), Lewis just missing out on a maiden senior half-century on a day when the 

sun shone and the runs flowed.  For Stennie, all the bowlers took tap except Aslam who, 
amongst the carnage of the Academy going at 8-an-over, somehow managed to bowl his 

eight overs for just 15 runs!  This though - and you'll already have clocked this dear reader - 
simply means some of the other bowling figures were the stuff of horror stories!    A mere 

328 to win..... 

  
Defending 327 should be straight-forward, and so it turned out.  24 were put by 

Stenhousemuir 1st XI player Chandrachud and veteran Moses before the Academy made the 
breakthrough.  And, in fact, it would be a double breakthrough as 24 for 0 became 24 for 2.  

Another wicket then fell 2 runs later before, with the score having moved on to 39, three 

wickets fell on that score!  But this wasn't as bad as it would be for the Academy's hosts, with 
no fewer than four wickets falling with the score on 51, including the tenth to 

seeStennie bowled out for that score.  When we say "bowled out", maybe we should say 
"LBWed out" as the almost unbelievable number of six LBWs were given by the home side's 

player|umpires.  [Ed: are you watching other clubs?!?]  For the Academy the wickets were 
shared between the four bowlers used, though Ahmed-Raza (5 for 19) and Uzzair (3 for 4) 

deserve the main plaudits, the two Under 13s tearing through the opposition line-up.  Well 

bowled young sirs!  
  

Win in game one [posted 02/06/13] 
The Sunday League finally got started today after scheduled games one and two were 

abandoned.  But with the sun shining this was a real cricket day, so much so that with a call-

off or two Youngy deemed it warm enough to make an appearance.  The side was a mix of 
1st XI players (three), 2nd XI players (four) and others.  Usman Minhas was making his 

season debut too, in a side that featured five Under 19s.  The opposition was Frank 
Johnstone's Glasgow University Staff side, and - therefore - good fun was guaranteed.  

  

The started a little after the scheduled start time of 1pm as a number of the uni' staff players 
appeared,.....or should we say, didn't appear, to know where Pollok Park was.  And so, they 

didn't appear.  In one or two instances until nearer 2.30pm than 1pm!  Uncle Frank was 
not amused.  Then, to add the comical to the frustrating, the uni' skipper Copeland won the 

toss and, with seven players present and correct, chose to have a bowl.  Obviously!    And 
so it was that openers Abid and Motassim were facing Johnstone's first over with that little-

known two|three field in place.  Needless to say there were a few gaps and so singles were 

easy to in-gather.  Motassim still, however, managed to miss a perfectly straight full toss 
from Johnstone and was bowled to see the Sunday XI 11 for 1.  Abid and Ross then added 

62 for the second wicket before the former smashed an on-drive straight at Ullah who - likely 
out of self-preservation at regulation mid-on, got his hands up in time and held on to a 

decent catch.  73 for 2.  Rosco's new partner was Pasty and these two - now with a full field 

in place - started to work the fielders around, running hard and well between the wickets, as 
well as putting bad balls away.  Both went past their 50s as, first, 100 was past, then 150, 

then 200.  But with the score on 209, and having reached 74, Pasty was then dismissed, run 
out by a direct hit from the outfield.  A good piece of skill from the uni' fielder, and Pasty on 

his ay to be replaced by Akhil, batting at five.  Akhil batted really positively over the last four 
overs and as Ross pushed on to 68 not out, Akhil himself racked up an unbeaten 15.  Over 

the piece, a decent run out for the top order, with only Motassim missing out.  

  
In reply - bar 63 from number three Khan - the uni' batters all struggled.  Johnstone struck a 

cameo 23 at the end before being trapped LBW by Youngy, but bar these two only one other 



batter - opener Ahmed - got in to double figures.  The wickets were shared around six of the 

eight bowlers used, with seven bowling at least four overs, Youngy  helpiong himself to two 
at the end.  Best in the bowling stakes was likely Motassim who returned figures of 6-3-5-2, 

Saqi' who returned 5-0-9-2 and Mushy with 8-4-16-3.  When Khan was last man out, trapped 
LBW by Akhil the uni' were 130 all out and it was a home win by 108 runs.  Good fun, and 

good time in the middle for Rosco and Pasty in particular.  And there was decent middle net 

bowling practice for a number of the bowlers.  
 


